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AT A GLANCE 

• Output Performance 
Ahead of the Pack 
 

• Multi-Platform 
Deployment for 
Windows, Linux, AIX 
and AS/400 
 

• Built in Migration 
for JetForm Central 
Replacement 
 

• Integrated 
Multi-Channel 
Communications 
 

• Intuitive Template 
Creation

DYNAMIC DOCUMENT GENERATION

DocOrigin is an innovative and intuitive software solution for designing 
and generating dynamic business documents. Whether you need to 
produce large volumes of invoices or statements, or a single customer 
letter, DocOrigin handles your business-critical requirements quickly, 
easily, and affordably. What’s more, DocOrigin allows companies 
to leverage the data generated by older legacy systems, modern 
enterprise and customer management systems, and other line‐of‐
business applications to create and generate affordable high-value 
documents. With DocOrigin you save money, build value and increase 
your return on investment in documents, technology and people.

What Can DocOrigin Do For You?

Communicate More Effectively
Use DocOrigin to engage with your customers, employees and partners 
with clear, concise and professional documents that can be customized 
for every circumstance. And, you can easily meet the rising demand 
for paperless statements and correspondence via email or the web 
using built in multi-channel communications capabilities. Now it’s easy 
to provide documents to each recipient on the desired devices or in the 
preferred format no matter what medium you use.

Leverage Existing Investments
DocOrigin was built from the ground up to easily integrate with legacy 
and line-of-business systems and utilize existing data sources. The 
solution provides multi-platform deployment of key integration modules. 
Extract key data elements from your existing system outputs while 
providing a clear and effective path for future integration as those 
systems evolve.

High Performance Output
When it comes to printing, DocOrigin is fast, flexible, and functional. 
Custom drivers produce PCL, Postscript, PDF and HTML at optimal 
speed and efficiency, with generated output rates of up to 15,000 
pages per minute. These drivers provide a range of customization and 
performance-related settings that enable you to generate the output 
you want, where you want it, and when you want it. Drive the highest 
speed continuous feed ink jet printers and cut sheet lasers with a single 
solution.

“
TESTIMONIAL

                       “DocOrigin     
                      allowed us
                      to be able to 
eliminate several different 
custom programming 
softwares as well as 
eliminating three different 
mailing solutions that 
were integrated with these 
custom packages.” 
 

Ken Burger
IT Manager

Mele Printing
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Improve Response
With DocOrigin you can streamline cumbersome document generation processes that cost you 
money, effort and time. Now you can ensure key documents and processes are updated quickly while 
your existing systems continue to run. Integrate DocOrigin into your environment incrementally to 
eliminate disruptive and costly transitions.

Meet Compliancy Requirements
Increasingly strict regulatory and legal requirements are setting the tone for business today, 
but meeting those requirements can be difficult with disparate pockets of technology and siloed 
processes. DocOrigin generates documents that comply with government and industry standards and 
accessibility requirements with a level of flexibility that ensures your ability to manage future changes 
and requirements.

It’s Easy Being Green
Many companies are embracing sustainability initiatives with a social responsibility to be “green.” 
DocOrigin makes it easy to reduce or eliminate paper since it was fundamentally designed to enable 
a smooth migration to electronic documents. We recognize the need for either/or requirements and 
DocOrigin gives you control by automatically generating output in whatever format you need on a 
document-by-document basis. Send your batch files to DocOrigin for automated sorting, bursting and 
dynamic delivery to print, email, fax, text, portal, and archive in a single pass.

Migrate to DocOrigin
DocOrigin was developed by the people who originally created the JetForm/Adobe Central Pro 
Output Server products. As a result, migrating from Adobe Central to DocOrigin is a breeze. We’ve 
created automated batch form conversion tools and streamlined procedures to migrate forms quickly 
and accurately – minimizing downtime and conversion risks – while our expert consultants ensure 
that everything transitions smoothly. Users that migrate to DocOrigin find that the solution is just as 
robust and dependable as JetForm/Adobe Central, yet more efficient, faster, and easier to work with. 
In short: DocOrigin is a next-generation product that is in-tune with today’s document requirements.

MOVING FORWARD

There is much more to say about the benefits and capabilities of DocOrigin. So why not contact us 
today to learn more about how Dynamic Document Generation with DocOrigin can help you save 
money, build value and increase your return on investment in documents, technology and people.

Dynamic Document Generation

Scan the QR code at right and complete the contact form with name, company, 
job title and e-mail, and Eclipse will Donate $25 to RiteCare Childhood Language 
Program at “more than words” pediatric therapy associates. Complete the form 
by April 15th to help children learn!

Visit www.EclipseCorp.US or call 678.408.1245


